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With padded covers, simple images, and an amazing range of novelty textures, Baby Touch and

Feel books will immediately capture the attention of the very youngest children, and create an

experience they'll want to repeat over and over again.  Baby Touch and Feel: Wild Animals lets

babies pet a wide variety of exciting wild animals, from monkeys to elephants.
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I was VERY disappointed with this purchase. The Baby Touch and Feel names is very misleading.

There was little to no texture on the pages. There were seven (7) pages that had the SAME shiny,

flat metal texture on the page- 1.) fish with shiny slick bubbles 2.) sail boat with shiny, slick sail

3.)whale with shiny, slick skin 4.) toothbrush with shiny slick handles 5.) turtle with shiny slick water

spray around him 6.) submarine with shiny slick windows 7.) teddy bear with shiny slick water

around him. THERE IS NOTHING TO TOUCH OR FEEL! The rubber duck and rubber bath tub had

the same smooth rubber texture. If I saw this book in the book store, I would not have made the

purchase. I expected to feel a variety of textures, which didn't happen. I also bought the Baby Touch

and Feel "Animals" book and was equally disapointed.

This is the 2nd DK touch and feel book my 16 month old has ripped apart, but he loves them all. He

is visually impaired, but loves the pictures of the babies (even kisses them), the colors are bright,

and he enjoys the textures. My review is based on the version of this book that we have. By the first



review, I am assuming that this edition is slightly different, but again, my son loves all of the DK

touch and feel books. They are short, as one reviewer said, but I like the interactivity (without lights

and music) and are perfect for introducing the practice of reading to your child.

I didn't buy this book from here, rather checked it out from our local library. I love board books, as

my daughter is 11 months and will tear anything paper.There are five pages that have something to

actually touch. The part you can touch is very tiny. The duck and frog feel the same as do the TWO

pages of towels.The other seven pages just have neat graphics that really don't feel any different

than the rest of the page.I think it could have been done better, but overall isn't a terrible book.

My niece requested touch & feel books for her 1 y.o. twin daughters. This sounded like just the

thing, but although the book is of good quality & just right for a wee one, I think the "touch & feel"

aspect fell short. Not very strong tactile sensations.

Pictures include: Teddy in the bathtub with bubbles on his head, fish shaped soap bar, boat, rubber

duck, whale bath toy, rubber frog, starfish towel, tooth brushes, swimming toy turtle, submarine,

folded towels in a stack, teddy wrapped in a towel. The textures include terry cloth for the towels,

foam mat for the rubber frog and duck, the rest are just sparkly paper with a little depression. Not as

many textures as the other books in this series, but if your kid is all about bath-time books I am sure

this will be a hit.

Basic Touch and feel book. It is small enough for a baby to hold in both hands. Wish there was

more to "feel" on each page.The area to touch is small and pretty basic. Book is durable though and

easy to wipe off. I would buy one of these again because the book is affordable for what you get.

Cute little book, my 2 year old loves to look at and feel the pictures, and learns new words at the

same time! The pages are nice and thick, easy to turn for young children, the pictures are simple yet

colorful, and the textures in pictures make the book all the more interesting for the little ones!

I love this line of books and have 5. This one sucks. The items picked are stupid and of the 6 items

two are towels, 2 rubber duck/frog. Go for the animals or playtime instead. There are not many book

purchases or purchases in general I regret. This is one. Book sucks big time! (Mom of two boys with

over 200 kids books)
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